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1_ Introduction
As part of work package 5, and under the initial scope of food surplus management, a digital platform
is being developed – LISBOA ZERO -, based on the ZERO DESPERDÍCIO operational model,
already implemented in more than 21 cities and municipalities in Portugal by DARIACORDAR. The
aim is to build a new digital tool to optimize the process of managing and redistributing food surpluses
and reducing food waste in the overall production, distribution, and consumption cycle.
The present report of task 5.5, to establish in a very clear and simple way the procedures to be
transmitted to the entities that will register on the LISBOA ZERO platform, giving them the full capacity
and autonomy to not only integrate this new digital tool developed within the scope of FORCE in their
models of management and operation, as well as valuing its impact and contribution to the expansion
to other areas of activity and territories, according to the replication strategy of this web app already
detailed previously.
The intention is to:
•

Establish an operational model for all in the cycle of food and food waste and green waste;

•

Design and develop a user-friendly APP/IT Online Network Tool that will allow data
management regarding all the spectrum of possibilities concerning food supply from donors
(supermarkets, events, trade fairs, retails markets and restaurants) to social organizations
and NGOs;

•

Let the app/IT Online Network be available in electronic devices (smartphones, tablets, pc
i.e.) that will allow Big Data management;

•

Determine relevant telecommunication operators to be involved;

•

Matching input and output from the donors with the social organizations involved in the food
social chain;

•

Coordinate the actions between all players to maximize the circular economy;

•

Increase, improve and optimize performance, based on reliable indicators and KPIs.

The project has been in progress since September 2016.
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2_ ABOUT THE ZERO
DESPERDÍCIO PROGRAM
AND LISBOA ZERO
According to the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations - FAO, 30% of all food
produced in the world is lost or wasted, generating annually 8% of global greenhouse emissions
(FAO, 2018). In Europe, around 50% of produced food is wasted and 42.5 million people were not
able to afford a quality meal every second day (Stenmarck, Jensen, Quested, & Moates, 2018).

Considering all these impacts, it is crucial to change behaviors, both on institutions and companies
and consumers and society, building a conscientious society through new strategies and tools,
which can support the waste management and measure its impacts. The European Commission
has been defining a global strategy in this way, providing support to Researchers and Projects that
could result in valuable practices for a sustainable environment in line with the circular economy
principles.

Regarding the food industry, it is necessary to draw up new action global plans that prevent the
food and bio waste through all the current production, distribution and consumption models,
defining also new policies and platforms of organic waste managing using processes that minimize
as much as possible negative impacts on the environment.
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There are already long-standing practices to recovery long shelf life food surplus, like foodbanks
systems already in place, but the main barriers and complexity still rely on perishable goods resulting
from the activity of restaurants, food retail, agricultural production, among others. The main reasons
can be related to:
a) Legal barriers;
b) Food safety and hygiene barriers;
c) Operational barriers and lack of simple solutions and platforms;
d) Lack of collaboration between food retail and production operators;

In Portugal, these barriers were identified by DARIACORDAR - Association for the Recovery of
Waste -, founded in 2012. With the support of ASAE (Food Security and Economic Authority) and
DGVA (General Food and Veterinary Authority), DARIACORDAR created the citizenship program
and operational model ZERO DESPERDICIO.
This operational model already has a network installed throughout Portugal, with partnership
protocols established with more than 21 cities and municipalities and over 400 donor companies and
200 associated NGOs, ensuring a global capacity to meet the needs of the supported community beneficiaries and families.

The ZERO DESPERDÍCIO operational model was mainly focused on preventing the surplus
and recovering where it exists, promoting new perspectives and impacts in the economy,
politics, legal and society through behavioral transformation and definition of politicaladministrative, environmental, social, ethical and economic best practices.

ZERO DESPERDICIO operational model
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DARIACORDAR's ZERO DESPERDÍCIO program connects food surplus donors and receivers
entities, all through an end-to-end operational, monitoring and evaluation impacts model, ready to
manage recovered food surplus, with a defined and certificated workflow, as well as a database,
which allows the network's management and evaluate social, economic and environmental impacts.
The main results achieved with this operating model until were:
• Global Presence in the entire country
• Over 9.2 Million Meals Delivered
• Over 23.3 Million Euros Recovered
• Over 7.5 Thousand Tons of Waste Avoided
• Over 30.6 Thousand Tons of CO2 Avoided
• Over 82 Thousand Families Supported
• Over 277 Thousand Beneficiaries
.
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ZERO DESPERDÍCIO programs were developed and implemented on the field by DARIACORDAR
in full compliance with legal and hygiene and food safety national and international framework,
providing a Replication Guide that enables the implementation of the operational model in all around
the world.
This initiative, in addition to several international awards, also has the institutional recognition of
several Portuguese and international entities that certify the conformity, integrity, and safety of the
entire process, allowing the expansion and replication of the model worldwide. We can highlight the
recognitions of the Presidency of the Portuguese Republic, FAO United Nations - Food and
Agriculture Organization -, and Save Food - Solutions for a world aware of its resources and also
several international awards in 2018, 2019 and already in 2020.
To achieve a global improvement of the whole current process and even bigger and better results,
as well as making the whole process more digital, DARIACORDAR and ADDAPTERS developed
within the scope of the FORCE project - Cities Cooperating For Circular Economy - a new digital
platform that acquired the designation of LISBOA ZERO, as its first territory is the city of Lisbon,
within the scope of the global sustainability strategy of the city and Capital Verde 2020.
After activation in Lisbon, and by FORCE's strategic objectives of exploitation and replication, the
LISBOA ZERO platform can be replicated and implemented not only in the national territory where
the ZERO DESPERDÍCIO network is already installed, but also in the other FORCE cities - Hamburg,
Genoa, and Copenhagen - or any other city inside and outside the European space, within the scope
of stream food and bio waste or others more adjusted to each context.
It is in this context that we now present the user manual of the LISBOA ZERO platform that will
support the communication and activation campaign from the end of the 1st quarter of 2020 and until
the end of the FORCE project.
The main strategic goal of the new web app LISBOA ZERO is to make the present model more digital,
simple and scalable, with new areas of expertise and areas to be implemented. And also to engage
people, industry, social causes, and strategic partnerships, with a more circular, innovative and
sustainable model.
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3_ WHAT IS LISBOA ZERO
PLATFORM?
The new digital platform LISBOA ZERO developed within the scope of the FORCE - Cities
Cooperating For Circular Economy project, is the first integrated platform for the global management
and 360 of food production surpluses, aiming to avoid food waste in the entire production line,
distribution, and consumption.

ecological,To do so, it establishes a bridge between the donors and the recipients registered in
the platform, generating alert messages, centralizing the entire process and structuring all relevant
information and indicators for these users.
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Developed considering as its starting point and functional base the DARIACORDAR's ZERO
DESPERDÍCIO operational model, the new web app aims to contribute to the reduction of organic
waste directly at its source, looking for an efficient, agile and scalable solution, in which food products
produced and near the end of their life cycle can be rechanneled to new channels and consumption
platforms, according to the circular economy, with impacts:

SOCIAL, given that the recanalization of surplus food production has as main target audiences
institutions of social solidarity, parish councils, foundations, among other organizations, and their
beneficiaries and families who would otherwise have limited or even impossible access to these
assets. This social impact also unfolds in an improvement in the levels of quality of life and public
health, fighting food shortages;
ENVIRONMENTAL, given that it is an active instrument for reducing the carbon and water footprint
from food production, contributing for the reduction of tons of CO2 emissions and water resources
consumption that would otherwise be amplified with increasingly serious results for the sustainability
of the environment, either by not consuming all the food production or by all the processes associated
with waste treatment;
ECONOMIC, by avoiding the waste of food production and rechanneling these goods into a new
consumption line, thousands of euros that would be wasted are recovered through effective
consumption, thus delivering to all users an effective management tool.

Starting from the operational model already implemented in several contexts and
sectors - today present not only in Lisbon but throughout the national territory - and
integrating this model, previously manual, in a new digital approach, the new LISBOA
ZERO platform has as its main ambition the global improvement of the whole the
process and increase all the great results and impacts achieved so far.
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This vision for LISBOA ZERO web app is achieved from:
a) Simplification of the registration and access process for all the different agents in the
different stages;
b) Providing more and faster feedback on the different actions taken by different types of
users;
c) Positioning as the main communication channel between the different users;
d) Generation of notifications/alerts to be sent automatically;
e) Dedicated activity dashboards for the different user groups;
f) The global overview of the process and main efficiency and effectiveness indicators;
g) Integrated management of user databases and main activity KPIs;
h) Always updated access to information, facilitating the on-time view of the activity and
results;
i)

Optimization and global improvement of processes and management of resources,
avoiding waste;

j)

Access and use of the platform in any location or any device, given the fully responsive
development with the web app format;

k) Definition of user-profiles with different roles according to the activity designed in the
workflow, thus adjusting to the reality of each company and institution.

The new Lisboa Zero platform is therefore based on 4 major
development key areas:
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1.USER EXPERIENCE

2. COLABORATION

3. INFORMATION

4.MANAGEMENT

The LISBOA ZERO
platform delivers quick
and easy access for all
users to make their
donations, as well as in
the adhesion process,
from any equipment or
place.

The LISBOA ZERO
platform is based on
collaborative models
between the different
agents - companies,
organizations -,
streamlining
communication,
valuing the active
contribution and
bringing entities
together.

In addition to a public
area with the
presentation of
relevant information
for companies and
citizens and
strengthening the
positioning of the City
of Lisbon as a Green
Capital, it has a
private area with
dedicated
sustainability
dashboards and KPIs
and benchmarking
studies.

The LISBOA ZERO
platform is a
management tool for
both participating
entities that access all
relevant information in
one place, always up
to date, and for
DARiACORDAR, the
managing entity of the
ZERO DESPERDÍCIO
network, the
application's basic
operating model.

3.1. WHO ARE THE MAIN TARGETS?
The new LISBOA ZERO application is aimed at all companies and institutions in Lisbon that are
already users of the ZERO DESPERDÍCIO program or that will register as part of the platform's
communication and activation campaign to take place in 2020 and that intend to speed up
processes, have access to more management information and reduce food waste across the entire
consumption line. It is thus oriented towards Producers and Distributors, Food Retail and NGOs that
promote social support.
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To do so, it establishes a bridge between the donors and the recipients registered in the platform,
generating alert messages, centralizing the entire process and structuring all relevant information
and indicators for these users. The new LISBOA ZERO platform is designed to meet the
fundamental needs of 3 critical drivers:
a) COMPANIES AND INSTITUTIONS:
In addition to all operational management, it also delivers replication manuals, best practices
management and production guides, KPIs and BIG Data, case studies of innovation and
entrepreneurship in the circular, social and green economy.
b) CITIZENS:
Behavioral transformation content available for more sustainable consumption, greater separation
of waste and recycling, and healthier living and eating habits, with a global awareness campaign.
c) DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION:
As a key to sustainability for all agents in the value chain - cities, citizens, families, companies,
social responsibility institutions, NGOs, etc. - through a user-centric experience, through a global
strategy.
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By joining the new LISBOA ZERO web app, cities and companies have access to:

a) Dedicated Dashboards with:
- Global Donation KPIs, important for sustainability reporting.
- Community Outreach contributing to the corporate social responsibility vision.
- Economic and Financial Value recovered.
- Benchmark studies by sector of activity, for comparison and alignment with peers.
b) White papers and contents of best practices and reduction of the ecological footprint.
c) Market studies.
d) Training tools for users and user manuals.
e) Legal support on food safety and hygiene conditions and requirements.
f) User support and helpdesk.
g) Automatic email notification.
h) Public area with relevant contents for citizens and companies.
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3.2. LANGUAGES AND VERSIONS
The new LISBOA ZERO platform is developed from scratch for the two languages identified as
strategic for the launch and subsequent replication phase:

a) Portuguese - for the launch phase, as the city of Lisbon and the companies of the city will be the
first territory of installation. This is also the base language for replication in the remaining territories
in Portugal where the ZERO DESPERDICIO program is already installed;
b) English - for further exploitation and replication in international territories.

In the public area, the user can always select the language version they want.
In the private area, the language selection is made only once at the first access to the platform, to
guarantee easier user experience. But it can be changed at any time in the profile settings.
About development versions, LISBOA ZERO being a web app, the user has no concern in updating
the versions, since each time they access the platform and logs in, they will always access the
updated version, iOS or Android devices, from any browser.
Any question or difficulty you may encounter, a team will always be at your service to support you forms, live chat and Bot.

3.3. PUBLIC AND PRIVATE AREA
The new LISBOA ZERO platform consists of two areas - public and private - that complement the
features for the different targets set and the information and awareness strategy.
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Public and Private Area Main Features

3.4. PUBLIC AREA OVERVIEW AND MAIN FATURES
The public area is available at lisboazero.app (https://www.lisboazero.app ), and allows the user to
access, among other contents, the following information:
a) general information about the platform and how you can register and what are the
benefits and next steps;
b) subscription to the newsletter and of the various articles provided for circular economy
and sustainability;
c) monitoring and consulting the impacts of the main initiatives developed by the city of
Lisbon in the area of waste management and sustainability, as well as, throughout 2020,
the activities underway as green capital;
d) login to the private area;
e) recording of the quick access icon on the smartphone or tablet screen;

The public area is open to all types of users and also to the whole community, and is also an
instrument of impact, engagement and communication with citizens, delivering content also
dedicated to this target, in addition to the social media strategy (Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn,
Twitter and Youtube).
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3.5. THE BIOWASTE PREVENTION AREA
Within the scope of the biowaste reduction and management plan, the city of Lisbon has several
ongoing activities and initiatives aimed at both companies and citizens, which deserve a prominent
place in the communication of the LISBOA ZERO platform.
Thus, in the public area lisboazero.app, the user can consult the main indicators of waste
management in the city, namely:
a) Total number and evolution of undifferentiated waste collected (number of containers,
kgs, number of collections made per month).
b) Total evolution of organic waste collected (number of containers, kgs, number of
collections made per month).
c) Total evolution of plastic and packaging waste collected (number of containers, kgs,
number of collections made per month).
d) Total evolution of paper waste collected (number of containers, kgs, number of
collections made per month).
e) Total evolution of glass waste collected (number of containers, kgs, number of collections
made per month).
f) Environmental impact (CO2 emissions, among other indicators).
g) Involvement of companies (total and number of companies associated with the selective
waste collection program).
h) Best practices and recommendations.
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Public and Private Area Main Features

All this information is available in the option provided LISBON IN ACTION in lisboazero.app, as well
as published in the social networks LISBOA ZERO and in the newsletters that the user can subscribe
to.
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3.6. PROFILES AND DINAMIC MENUS AND CONTENTS
Since the new LISBOA ZERO platform is based on integrated management adjusted to the needs of
each of the types / segments of user and profile, and to always guarantee the best possible user
experience, the menus and features presented in the private area are dynamic and automatically
adjusted.
Thus, the following options are presented by type / user segment:
DONOR / PRODUCER / DISTRIBUTOR:
a) Dedicated dashboard - with the main activity indicators and immediate comparison with the
entire LISBOA ZERO network, as detailed below in this manual.
b) Sending Donations - which allows donations to be activated - "Frequent" or "Special" - as
detailed below in this manual.
c) Entity Report - which allows access to personalized reports of your activity, as detailed
below in this manual.
d) Benchmarking KPIs - Global, Sectorial (assuming the user sector by default) and Regional.
e) User support - for creating tickets, as detailed below in this manual.
f) Profile management - as detailed below in this manual.
g) Management or consultation of users - may have only the consultation mode or the editing
mode, according to the permissions that are assigned, as detailed below in this manual.
h) Management or consultation of the protocol - it may have only the consultation mode or
the editing mode, according to the permissions that are assigned, as detailed below in this
manual.
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RECEIVER:
a) Dedicated dashboard - with the main activity indicators and immediate comparison with the
entire LISBOA ZERO network, as detailed below in this manual;
b) Donation Receipts Registration - which allows recording all donations received by the
different donors associated with each recipient, as detailed below in this manual;
c) Entity Report - which allows access to personalized reports of your activity, as detailed below
in this manual;
d) Benchmarking KPIs - Global, Sectorial (assuming the user sector by default) and Regional;
e) User support - for creating tickets, as detailed below in this manual;
f) Profile management - as detailed below in this manual;
g) Management or consultation of users - may have only the consultation mode or the editing
mode, according to the permissions that are assigned, as detailed below in this manual;
h) Management or consultation of the protocol - it may have only the consultation mode or the
editing mode, according to the permissions that are assigned, as detailed below in this
manual;
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MANAGERS
Users with the possibility to manage all fields, in addition to resolving all tickets and requests for help
received through the user support option.
The user can always contact the managers through the various channels available - user support,
live chat, Bot, email, telephone. Support is guaranteed by the DARIACORDAR team or by the
ADDAPTERS agency, according to the scope of the question.
DARIACORDAR in the scope of operational issues of the management of donations and monitoring
of new registrations or the creation of new protocols.
ADDAPTERS, within the scope of using the platform, installing, updating passwords, updating
versions, training, communication and developing new features.
Please note that this dynamic adaptation of menus, options, and permissions is only applied in the
private area. In the public area, given that it is open to the entire community, this adjustment is not
applicable as it would restrict access to all relevant information.
However, the public area is optimized for SEO, Remarketing and web analytics tools, so depending
on the user's search preferences, origins of visits and preferred topics, the entire public area presents
the content according to the path and topics searched.
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3.7. REGISTRATION
Registration on the LISBOA ZERO platform presupposes adherence to DARiACORDAR's ZERO
DESPERDÍCIO program, in order to guarantee procedural compliance, food hygiene and safety, and
legal compliance. This new platform is, therefore, a digital tool that operationalizes a protocol to be
established between the company or institution and DARiACORDAR within the scope of the city of
Lisbon.

LISBOA ZERO Registration Workflow in 5 Steps

At the moment # 1 of registration, the entity - donor or receiver - can make the registration online
by filling in the form available at lisboazero.app (https://www.lisboazero.app ).
This form is sent for follow-up by DARiACORDAR for technical verification of all the requirements
for joining the ZERO DESPERDÍCIO program. Another way for the membership to be formalized
is through the marketing and public relations and institutional areas carried out by DARiACORDAR
or via the User Support service, through which entities can request the start of the membership
process or even suggest new entities to integrate the network - donors or receivers.
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In moments #2 and #3, the entire process of analyzing and framing the activity of the entity - donor
or receiver - is carried out on the LISBOA ZERO platform.
This analysis ensures compliance with all requirements by DARiACORDAR, regarding the
operational model ZERO DESPERDÍCIO, as well as by ADAPTERS for making the user manual
available and conducting a training and clarification session - in person or online - with the users
designated by the entity who will be the main ones to access the platform and enter and export data.

It is also at this time that the relationship between the association of receivers associated with each
donor and the various donors associated with each receiver is established in a closed environment.

This donor/receiver association is fundamental for the whole operation not only of the ZERO
DESPERDÍCIO network but also of the LISBOA ZERO platform since all the automatic alert
management will be based on this basic association that is reflected in the protocol to be established,
with the possibility adding more associations in the future.
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It is also at this time that the relationship between the association of receivers associated with each
donor and the various donors associated with each receiver is established in a closed environment.
This donor/receiver association is fundamental for the whole operation not only of the ZERO
DESPERDÍCIO network but also of the LISBOA ZERO platform since all the automatic alert
management will be based on this basic association that is reflected in the protocol to be established,
with the possibility adding more associations in the future.
At time #4, access codes will be assigned to users according to the possible profiles to be adjusted
to the context of each donor or receiver entity. The LISBOA ZERO platform provides for a structure
of 3 levels of users:

LISBOA ZERO User Profile Structure - Example
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a) Master - has access to all functionalities and all activity indicators, even if the donor or
receiver entity has more than one establishment. This profile should normally be assigned
to the entity's representatives. They also have the freedom to create other users within their
structure - Supervisors or Assistants - and the possibility to promote or demote those users,
thus ensuring greater management flexibility.

b) Supervisor - has access to all the information of the groups/establishments that are under
their responsibility, as well as the possibility to create/edit or delete agents within those
groups. This is usually the profile assigned to store managers. This user can be promoted
to Master by another Master.

c) Assistant - has access only to the information of the group/establishment in which they
belong and are not allowed to create new agents. This user can be promoted to Supervisor
or Master by another Master.

3.8. USERS MANAGEMENT
The users management option is only available for the Master or Platform Manager (DARIACORDAR
and ADDAPTERS) profiles and can be performed in the logged area of the platform under the “User
Management” option with the following possibilities:
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LISBOA ZERO User Management Area – Example

In this area you can view or search the entire list of users associated with each protocol, edit /
update the user information, delete or create a new user.

LISBOA ZERO New User Creation – Example
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Please note that when creating a new user, it is necessary to guarantee the following information to
be defined:
a) Name;
b) User iD;
c) Associated email;
d) Telephone contact;
e) ID of the associated Protocol;
f) User Profile (Master, Supervisor or Assistant);
g) Password (requiring password confirmation on lines with best practices. This password can
be alphanumeric and contain special characters for greater security).
All of these fields are mandatory. Upon completion, an automatic email is sent to the new user within
24h, with the access data, inviting the first access.

3.9. PROTOCOLS MANAGEMENT
Users with a MASTER profile can also manage / update the protocols to which they are associated
with the Protocol Management option:
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LISBOA ZERO Protocol Management Area – Example

Please note that the possibility to delete protocols is not available for security reasons. This
possibility is only available to the LISBOA ZERO platform's team of managers, so the user should
always contact support to submit their request and check the best strategy.
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Protocols can assume the following maintenance states:
a) PRE-ACTIVE (in the case of new subscriptions by new entities that have not yet completed
the entire certification process);
b) ACTIVE (when the entity is active in the LISBOA ZERO network);
c) SUSPENDED (when the entity temporarily suspended donations, a situation applicable, for
example, to events, concerts or annual congresses. Reactivation does not require a new
membership to the platform or new protocol, as it is immediate);
d) CANCELED (when a protocol is canceled and is no longer in effect due to the departure of
the entity from the LISBOA ZERO network. The re-entry of this entity will require the
conclusion of a new protocol in the future and a new certification).

LISBOA ZERO Protocol Management
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When consulting the protocol data, the user has access to all the main data of their adhesion and
use of the LISBOA ZERO platform, namely:

a) Company name (this option can only be changed through the support service);
b) Sector (this option can only be changed through the support service);
c) Tax Identification (this option can only be changed through the support service);
d) Sector / Type (donor, receiver, distributor or other, and this option can only be changed
through the support service);
e) Status (this option can only be changed through the support service);
f) Registration date (this option can only be changed through the support service);
g) Address (this option can only be changed through the support service);
h) ZIP Code (this option allows the geo-referencing of all LISBOA ZERO entities and can only
be changed through the support service);
i)

Telephone and Email Contacts (this option can only be updated directly by the Master
with immediate effects on the database);
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LISBOA ZERO Protocol Overview

As the user Master adds more information, establishments, teams and users, their protocol query
panel is being adjusted to centralize all the relevant information.
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3.10. FIRST ACCESS
Finally, at moment #5 of registration workflow, the first access and start of use are performed. It is
only necessary for the User to access, from any equipment - desktop, tablet or smartphone - the
public area LISBOA ZERO, available at lisboazero.app (https://www.lisboazero.app ), and login:

LISBOA ZERO Login Page – Example

Please note that the codes to be used must be those sent by the LISBOA ZERO platform when
creating the new user for the email selected in the creation. The codes are case sensitive and require
exact entry according to their format.
In case of doubt or difficulty in performing the first access, the user should always contact support
through the various channels available to verify the possibility of resolving or remitting new access
keys, always sent by email to the chosen mailbox.
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3.11. THE DASHBOARD PAGE
After successful login, the user will have immediate access to the homepage where, according to
donations made or registered - depending on whether it is a donor or receiver -, the user will always
have access to all updated data of the activity through simple and dedicated dashboards that right
from the start position the total already achieved by the LISBOA ZERO network, gamifying the
experience:

LISBOA ZERO MAIN KPIs Dashboard – Example

As well as the possibility to analyze the temporal evolution of these indicators and the possibility
of exporting them to excel or pdf for internal treatment according to different filters:

LISBOA ZERO Evolution Charts – Example
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Or even an immediate view of the distribution of its activity by type of goods, thus allowing to identify
areas for improvement of its internal processes. These data allow the definition of strategies that
make social and environmental responsibility compatible, with greater economic efficiency in your
entity:

LISBOA ZERO Donations Categorization – Example

Finally, the user also has access to all the details of donations, per day, quantity and type of asset,
considering GROUP, CATEGORY and TYPE as the classification structure. This classification is
based on the following data and cataloging structure, which prepares not only the LISBOA ZERO
application to respond to donations of food goods, but also other goods:
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All data entered by the user will be presented in the Total Donations Report Table by Product Type,
which is also shown on the entry page and with the possibility, once again, of exporting all information
to Excel or PDF, thus supporting the internal processing of data according to the different filters:

LISBOA ZERO Donation Classification and Categorization Tables - User Report – Example
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LISBOA ZERO Excel or PDF document layout to be received by the user in the option “export” table or graph

3.12. THE FOOTER USER SUPPORT AREA
From the first access, the user will always have an area dedicated to information and support, with
access to the Manuals, information about the campaigns in progress and analysis contents, a user
support area with a Bot & Live Chat of real time response .
The User also has the possibility to access all support / management information, such as the
report of their activity or comparative benchmarking studies, sectoral or geographic. This area, for
a better user experience, is always available on the footer throughout all navigation in the logged
area:

LISBOA ZERO Access Area for User Support, Manuals and Other Management Tools
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3.13. DONATIONS AND RECEPTIONS
After joining and first accessing, the user of the LISBOA ZERO platform will have the possibility to
carry out all their operations and consultations always in 3 clicks, in which the first is to access from
any equipment - desktop, tablet or smartphone - to the public area LISBOA ZERO, available at
lisboazero.app (https://www.lisboazero.app ), and login:

LISBOA ZERO Login Page - Example

Then select the “Donations” or “Receptions” option, available in the main menu:

LISBOA ZERO Donations/Receptions Page – Example
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If the user selects the “+” option at the bottom of the table and selects the “Activate Frequent
Donation” option, it is not necessary or required to fill in more tables or any additional data, as the
receivers that are associated with their network are already logistically prepared for this volume
and type of donations.
If, in addition to the frequent donation or in place of the frequent donation, the user wants to make
a special donation - another type of asset that normally does not appear in their donations, an
increase in the quantity of goods that may require a greater logistical effort from the receiver or
even an additional one-off donation -, the user only has to select “Special Donation” and complete
the table according to the Class / Category / Type structure described above. This is the only time
when such a procedure is required.
Then the user must select the option "Activate Donation" and the receiver or associated receivers
will be automatically notified by email, according to the images presented below for both scenarios
- Frequent Donations and Special Donations.

LISBOA ZERO Frequent Donation Alert Email sent to the Associated Receiver – Example
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LISBOA ZERO Special Donation Alert Email sent to the Associated Receiver – Example

As of this moment, the donation is finalized, and in the case of Frequent Donations, all the
information that will feed the LISBOA ZERO database and the various reports and dashboards is
uploaded by the Receivers, who even validate the quantities even in Special Donations, previously
indicated by the Donor.
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3.14. BENCHMARKING KPIS AND DEDICATED REPORTING
The LISBOA ZERO platform is not only the first digital platform developed for the global management
of processes for the Circular Economy, but also the first to provide market studies continuously
updated - monthly - which allows all participating entities to have a global and comparative view in
the sector, in the geographical area or in all sectors and the entire ZERO DESPERDÍCIO territory.
In addition, the member and user of the LISBOA ZERO platform has the possibility to access,
customize and export, at any time, a dedicated report of their activity, including the scope and social
impact of their donations, thus closing the information and management cycle planned for this
platform and also here simplifying the whole process.

3.15. MY ENTITY REPORT
In this option the user can access a detailed view of all the main indicators of the associated
entities and analyze their evolution over time. All detailed reports can be downloaded in excel or
pdf formats, allowing the organization to incorporate the information into its sustainability and social
responsibility reports.

Os principais indicadores apresentados são:
a) EVOLUTION OF DONATIONS (N);
b) EVOLUTION OF DONATIONS (KGS);
c) EVOLUTION OF WASTE AVOIDED (KGS);
d) EVOLUTION OF ECONOMIC VALUE RECOVERED (€);
e) EVOLUTION OF CO2 EMISSIONS AVOIDED (KGS);
f) EVOLUTION OF FAMILIES SUPPORTED;
g) EVOLUTION OF BENEFICIARIES SUPPORTED.
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LISBOA ZERO Dedicated Entity Report –
Example
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3.16. GLOBAL KPIS REPORT
In the Global Report area, the user has the possibility to have a global view of all the results achieved
by LISBOA ZERO and ZERO DESPERDÍCIO, assuming itself as an area not only of information
but also of awareness and engagement.
In this area, the user will have access to:
a) TOTAL DONOR ENTITIES (N);
b) TOTAL RECEIVING ENTITIES (N);
c) TOTAL SUPPORTED FAMILIES (N);
d) TOTAL SUPPORTED BENEFICIARIES (N);
e) TOTAL DONATED MEALS (N);
f) TOTAL WASTE AVOIDED (KGS);
g) TOTAL AVOIDED CO2 (KGS);
h) TOTAL ECONOMIC VALUE RECOVERED (€);
i)

TOTAL EVOLUTION OF DONATIONS BY PRODUCT CLASS (KGS);

Once again, all data can be saved and exported in excel or pdf format.
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LISBOA ZERO Global KPIs Benchmarking Report – Example
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3.17. SECTOR AND REGIONAL BENCHMARKING REPORTS
The new LISBOA ZERO application is the first platform within the circular economy to give free
access to comparative benchmarking analysis of the main indicators of food waste prevention.
These two areas - benchmarking by sector and region - allow the user access to, on the one
hand, compare the performance of their entity with peers, being able to identify areas for
improvement, or, on the other, to reinforce the entity's positioning in a certain area or region.
This is an innovative tool that allows the export of all data in excel or pdf format, as in other
reports.
All data submitted is not anonymized, thus ensuring the privacy and confidentiality of all
information available on the LISBOA ZERO platform, by the provisions of the Privacy and Data
Processing Policies.
As main indicators in the Benchmarking Sector Report, with the possibility of applying different
filters:
a) GLOBAL IMPACT BY SECTOR (in total donations and avoided waste) (%);
b) EVOLUTION OF DONATIONS BY SECTOR (N);
c) EVOLUTION OF ECONOMIC VALUE RECOVERED BY SECTOR (€);
d) EVOLUTION OF DONATED MEALS BY SECTOR (N & KGS);
e) EVOLUTION OF WASTE AVOIDED BY SECTOR (KGS);
f) EVOLUTION OF CO2 EMISSIONS AVOID BY SECTOR (KGS);
g) EVOLUTION OF FAMILIES SUPPORTED BY SECTOR (N);
h) EVOLUTION OF BENEFICIARIES SUPPORTED BY SECTOR (N).
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LISBOA ZERO Sectors KPIs Benchmarking Report – Example
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As main indicators in the Regional Benchmarking Report, with the possibility of applying different
filters:
a) TOTAL DONOR ENTITIES (N);
b) TOTAL RECEIVING ENTITIES (N);
c) TOTAL SUPPORTED FAMILIES (N);
d) TOTAL SUPPORTED BENEFICIARIES (N);
e) TOTAL DONATED MEALS (N);
f) TOTAL WASTE AVOIDED (KGS);
g) TOTAL CO2 AVOIDED (KGS);
h) TOTAL ECONOMIC VALUE RECOVERED (€);
i)

EVOLUTION OF DONATIONS BY PRODUCT CLASS (N & KGS).
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LISBOA ZERO Regional KPIs Benchmarking Report – Example
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3.18. USER SUPPORT
At any time, the user can request support in the management or clarification of their donations,
accessing the support option present in the main menu with a dedicated ticket management area
that ensures the centralization of all tickets on the platform, thus avoiding the loss of information in
other channels such as email.

LISBOA ZERO Tickets Area – Example

In this area, in addition to always being able to create new support and clarification tickets, the user
has the possibility to check in real time the status of their order and create new orders without losing
the interaction history.
All monitoring is guaranteed by the DARiACIORDAR support team. The entire history of interactions
is recorded on the platform, thus ensuring all support throughout the process.

LISBOA ZERO Ticket Creation / Update - Example
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LISBOA ZERO Ticket Interactions Overview

3.19. MY PROFILE
The profile management area on the new LISBOA ZERO platform allows the user to update their
personal information regarding:
a) Name;
b) User ID;
c) Email associated with registration and use;
d) Telephone contact.
These data can be updated directly by the user with immediate effects on the information throughout
the network or at most within 24 hours.
Any difficulty in updating this information - which should always be updated by the user, being
responsible for the shared data -, the user must contact the support service through the channels
provided on the platform (tickets, email, live chat or Bot).
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About the company's data, since they refer to the information contained in the protocol, they cannot
be changed directly, but through contact with the support, to verify the best scenarios and actions.

LISBOA ZERO My Profile Edition
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3.20. KPIS MANAGEMENT AND UPDATE
All indicators presented in the public and private areas of the new LISBOA ZERO platform, namely:
a) Indicators of biowaste management in the city of Lisbon, which are presented in the public
area dedicated to the communication of the city and the various programs and activities in
progress;
b) Indicators of food waste prevention that are presented in the private area dedicated to the
management of donations of food goods and presentation of benchmarking;
They are updated monthly, having as the reference period for accounting and calculation the 21st
and 20th of each month. Thus, the user will always have at the beginning of each month the data
already duly validated and updated for the previous month.
All data will always be anonymous, and if the user needs any additional indicator or information,
the user must send their request through the various support channels provided on the LISBOA
ZERO platform.
Any additional treatment that the user may make on the data exported from the LISBOA ZERO
platform is their responsibility, and the platform and the respective managers and partners cannot
be held responsible for this treatment or alteration of information that may occur.
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3.21. NEWSLETTERS SUBSCRIPTION
The user can at any time subscribe to the LISBOA ZERO newsletter, through the option available in
the public area and the private area, so that they are always informed of the features and updates,
results achieved, activities developed within the scope of LISBOA ZERO by the city of Lisbon and its
partners and by DARIACORDAR, participate in events and always know the latest news.
This newsletter will also be shared on social networks and the user can consult the history of
newsletters in the public area.
When subscribing to the newsletter, they will be able to choose whether they only want the company
newsletter or the one for citizens or even both, thus adjusting the information to their interests.
All data indicated for subscribing to newsletters are covered by the GDPR, by the privacy and data
confidentiality policy available at https://www.lisboazero.app/privacy-policy/

LISBOA ZERO Newsletter Subscription
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LISBOA ZERO Newsletter layout and Structure
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3.22. USEFUL LINKS
GLOBAL PLATFORM LISBOA ZERO:

Main Public Area: https://www.lisboazero.app/
Login Page: https://zdapp.lisboazero.app/#!/login
Demo: https://demo.lisboazero.app
Privacy Policy: https://www.lisboazero.app/privacy-policy/
Support: support@lisboazero.app
Join the Platform: join@lisboazero.app
Follow us On Social Media:
-

Facebook (coming soon)

-

Instagram (coming soon)

-

Twitter (coming soon)

-

LinkedIn (coming soon)

-

Youtube (coming soon)
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CITY OF LISBON:
https://www.lisboa.pt
https://lisboagreencapital2020.com

DARIACORDAR:
http://www.zerodesperdicio.pt

ADDAPTERS:
https://www.addapters.com

FORCE:
http://www.ce-force.eu
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/index_en
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4_ CONCLUSION
This user manual is developed as part of the launch of the new LISBOA ZERO platform,
available at lisboazero.app, a FORCE project - Cities Cooperating For Circular Economy. Its
purpose is to support all users - companies and citizens - in the correct access to all information,
features, and procedures for joining. That is why it is a support tool that is continually being
updated and always available in the public and private areas of the new platform and in the
social networks where the LISBOA ZERO web app is available (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter,
LinkedIn and Youtube).

Any additional information or clarification, you can contact our user support services available
in public and private areas LISBOA ZERO - email, live chat, bot or through our social networks.

Easier, closer, integrated, agile, digital.
LISBOA ZERO.
THE DIGITAL PLATFORM OF THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY.
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